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Introduction: 
by Claire Miller

‘The Art of Deception.’ That’s a nice 
broad topic, isn’t it? Or is it? Are we 
deceiving you? 

...No we aren’t, there really is a lot of 
interpretations for this theme, which 
you’ll see as you delve further into 
our literary depths. 

If you look hard enough, deception 
is everywhere. Every day we are 
deceived in some way or another 
by a veil of lies. Maybe that chicken 
you ate wasn’t really chicken. Maybe 
that homeless person is actually a 
millionaire in disguise. Or maybe our 
entire lives are a lie, a global game 
of The Sims for some otherworldly 
being. (Did you never wonder why 
furniture kept randomly appearing in 
your house and you gave birth after 
three days of pregnancy?) 

...But let’s not get too philosophical. 
But there are a lot of ways in which 
we can be deceived; from the little 
white lie to full on propaganda. 

Deception is easiest when you tell 
someone what they want to believe, 
and far more magnificent if you 
make them believe something 
they’re determined not to. 

And many people’s jobs wouldn’t 
exist without the art of deception; 
magicians, conmen, politicians... 
There is literally so many avenues 
our lovely writers could have taken 
their poetry and prose down with 
this theme.

We’ve been kind. Next month, 
they may not be so lucky... 
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Prose 

Radioactive
By Stuart Tongue
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The ultraviolet beauty lays herself along the sunbed, her eyes locked onto 
mine; waiting for me to move so she can pounce onto her prey. She is a 
picture of pure radiance in the blue and orange sunlight. Her only shield 
from the intense heat is a veil of white silk that drapes across her body, and 
the leaves from the sidewalk palm trees that stretch above her head.

From across the pool I stand in silence, admiring this vision of 
magnificence as she sips slowly on the cocktail I mixed minutes earlier 
from the motel manager’s secret stash. As she places the glass down 
soundlessly, she toys with the wires of her headphones between her fingers, 
bringing her other hand up and through her hair of liquid platinum.

She is teasing me, flaunting her beauty from across what might as well 
have been an ocean. If I could, I would run across the water just to prove 
my love for her, but I know she would reject my pathetic desires, and I 
would plummet into the depths. I know that in minutes, she will crack 
anyway (at least I hope she will) and we would be together again; her 
beauty upon my beard and my hands upon her transcendent body.

I pull my shirt collar away from my neck, letting the breeze carry warmth 
past the fabric so it can caress my skin. I feel withdrawn from my queen; 
my lips ache for her, my body feels lost without her close to it. I must resist 
or face her disappointment.

I think back to the hours before, when we had been driving down the 
sandy roads, spraying a tidal wave of gold from every wheel. We were 
looking for a place to stay the night, a place to relax and a place to hide. 
Our only possessions lay in the trunk of our car; a few bags full of every 
type of clothing (ready for whoever we wanted to be that day), and even 
more bags full to the brim with money. The money we didn’t need, but we 
took it just to show we could. To show how smart we were, to show that we 
weren’t just trailer park trash. When we reached the motel, we could have 
flaunted our riches, but instead we took out the rope. Whilst she distracted 
the motel manager with her siren-like beauty, I stalked behind him and 
struck him on the head with a baseball bat; one blow and he was out for 
hours. It was too easy.

After we tied him up and threw him into one of the rooms, we 
disconnected the phones and dressed up in the staff uniform. I evicted the 
guests claiming that we had an infestation, and she stood on the front desk 
searching for the ‘CLOSED FOR REFURBISHMENT’ sign that she 

would hang on the door. Then, all we had to do was lock all the entrances 
and crack open the alcohol; I made the cocktails whilst she slipped into her 
bathing suit. We had taken our car into the manager’s garage around back so 
nobody could find it; we were invisible to the world once again.

Now, we are all alone. Nobody around to stare at us. Nobody to hurt us. 
Nobody to call us scum and hide us away in the shadows. Right now, my 
happiness is fading with every second that I am apart from my goddess. My 
need and love for her grow with every moment that passes when she is not 
with me.

Finally she snaps and performs the gesture I need to know she is ready. A 
simple gesture that wouldn’t mean anything to the rest of the world, but to 
me it means everything. A swift flick of her wrist and a fire ignites at the end 
of a match. With this she lights a cigarette, the same thing she did on the 
night I met her. One action that brings back days of memories, of my pining 
for her love, of days where I would wait for hours just to see her strike a 
match and light that deathly stick and inhale those poisonous fumes. She 
stares at me, long and hard before taking one long, smooth inhale and 
releases a cloud of smoke into the sky. I prepare myself for the leap whilst 
she rests the cigarette in a glass ashtray. As soon as it leaves her fingers, she 
jumps. Like her obedient servant I do the same, and we come crashing in 
perfect symmetry through the water; swimming desperately towards each 
other, until once again we meet and our addiction is put to rest.

When we finally leave the pool and I no longer feel the pain that plagued 
me. We lay upon two sunbeds that we push together; my head resting on her 
arm. Whilst she runs her fingers through my hair I reminisce about the first 
night I ever met my angelic beauty.

I had walked into a bar on my home from being fired, and knowing that life 
would only get worse from now on. I ordered a drink; a straight whiskey to 
blur my eyes. But when it arrived, I fancied the opposite of a hazy vision as 
the most radiant woman placed the glass at my table. I smiled and thanked 
her, she asked if that was all, and I said yes.

It was if I had been transported into a Hollywood movie; the hero meets his 
love when everything else looks dark. I now played this hero, and I vowed 
at that very second to worship and protect this angel. I knew that she didn’t 
need it, since she looked as if she could protect herself as much as I could. 
But when I looked around, I realised that all her other customers, all the 
ravaging dogs that drank in a hell hole like this, all the greedy men that 
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were never satisfied with their own wives, were drooling over my waitress, 
and paying her none of the respect that she deserved. Seeing this, I drank 
my whiskey fast and called her back to ask where I could go to smoke. 
She pointed me in the direction of the door at the end of the room. As 
I rose, I whispered in her ear that a few of her blouse buttons had come 
undone, and if she didn’t want to be torn apart by the dirt that came here, 
she should cover up. She thanked me as I walked away, and just before I 
walked out the door, I caught her smile. I hoped that she knew I wasn’t one 
of them, and that if she ever accepted me, I would treat her like the queen 
she was. I would do everything for her, and I would never do anything 
unless she allowed me.

As I stepped outside into the cold air of the night, I planned to stay here 
for a few minutes to calm my mind, and then leave before I could see any 
more of the disgusting men’s stares. But as soon as I had rested my back 
on the wooden fence of the smoking garden, my waitress pushed through 
the door and walked over to me, buttons up and smile as wide as ever. She 
thanked me once again, but then continued to ask me why I was out here if 
I wasn’t smoking. I guessed she noted the fact that all I had in my pockets 
was my wallet and nothing else; no bulky cardboard box. I replied by 
saying I didn’t smoke, but always admired the sight of a woman smoker. I 
believed that they gave off the sense of power and authority, and it showed 
that they were no one’s object. With this, she swept over to a nearby table 
and asked if a couple needed anything, they said no and as they replied I 
saw her hands slowly remove a box of cigarettes away from the man as he 
stared at her beauty. She walked back to me and lit one of them as fast as 
she could; blowing the smoke away from her as she smiled. I laughed as 
she flicked the black strands of her hair away from her eyes.

That night I renounced my old monotonous life and took upon the 
adventure of following this woman to the ends of the earth. That was also 
the night of my first robbery. She explained, as we drove away that night, 
that she had only been working at that bar for a

week and that she had planned on robbing the place anyways, I was just 
there to help out. I didn’t do much, but I didn’t panic; I knew she had 
reason behind it. She explained all as we drove away tearing the uniform 
off her body, revealing a new set of clothes beneath, and ripped the back 
wig from her head and released the silver hair that flowed so beautifully.

She had been homeless for months now, switching from job to job until 
she could gain enough money for clothes, wigs and lives. She changed her 8

identity with every new job and never looked back, and never relived the 
same persona. Her daddy was a drunk and her mother long dead. He took 
his pain out on her and she left before it got too bad. She lived the life I 
lead; one full of abuse, torture and pain. My childhood was much like hers 
and that is why I follow her, and that is why she leads me. In that first look, 
we knew we were the same. It shows in the eyes; that lack of life, the pain 
and the suffering. That’s why we did this; to show we could, to show we 
weren’t idiots and to get back at the ones that hurt us. If and when we get 
caught and eventually go to jail, we will be known everywhere. We will be 
famous, and when they ask us why we did it, we will just say because we 
could, and because you made us.

For now, I will sleep with my wonderful goddess, and then later we will 
destroy this motel. We will smash, we will break, and we will steal; it will 
be beautiful. We will be known. Everyone will know that we’ve struck 
again and they will chase us. We will destroy the CCTV cameras that 
record us, and we will become someone else when we do it; it’s the only 
thing we know how to do. When we’ve finished, we will take the motel 
managers car and give him ours, like we did with the last person we stole 
from. We will do this routine again and again until we’re caught.

In the end, if we end up in jail or in hell, we will go their willingly; we 
know we deserve it. I will give my queen one last kiss and tell her I’ll see 
her again one day, and thank her for giving me life again. But until then, I 
will lay here wrapped in her arms until she decides it’s time to move, and I 
will go with her again and obey her commands time, after time, after time.

Goldrigg’s Box
By Shannon Watson
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It was too hot inside the tent. He had already stripped to just his 
underwear but the sweat continued to gather at the small of his back. The 
woman in front of him didn’t have the sweaty glisten about her, instead she 
glowed. Looking at her felt like a sweltering afternoon in rush hour traffic, 
his eyes danced before him and rippled over as he melted in front of her. She 
lit a cigarette as thin as her finger and placed it in the end of her holder, after 
a few minutes large rings of charcoal smoke emerged from her small mouth. 
She watched as they hung in the air, eventually rising over her head, like an 
odd, cloudy halo.

“Well? We’ve done this plenty of times before.” She flexed her hand and 
deposited a mound of ash onto the ground. The man felt his insides do 
something similar.

“People are getting suspicious. - where’s Goldrigg?” He was suddenly 
scared. He was half-naked. Again. She sighed heavily.

“He’s practising his routine; he won’t be back for an hour or so.” She offered 
no remorse.

“Again?”

“Yeah, he spends more time in the Big T than he does in me.” Her face 
dropped just for a second, it was replaced quickly with a determined smile. 
She walked slowly to the bed, maintaining her gaze whilst inciting the man 
nearer. “You spend half your time walking the tightrope, Robert, what’s the 
difference?” She took a final drag of the diminishing cigarette and placed the 
holder on her dresser.

Robert watched her chest rise and fall heavily. He walked slowly and 
silently towards her and buried his head into her neck, her body responded 
immediately, her deep breaths drowning out the faint sound of her cigarette 
sizzling and cracking.

Howard Goldrigg was almost ready for Friday night’s opening. He had 
performed his act over and over; the only thing missing was his assistant – 
and wife – Helena. He knew it would be useless to ask her to practice with 
him. He heard her drawling voice ‘You’re ruining the authenticity’ Howard 
had attempted to explain that this was how mistakes happen, he couldn’t 

think of anything worse than being humiliated – especially on stage. Helena 
had expressed how controlling and crazy he was, thus Howard usually 
practiced alone now. He glanced at the gaping mouth of the Big Top, it was 
dark now. He raised the white sheet above his head and let it float evenly 
over the long wooden box; he pushed it slowly into the corner of the room 
behind the huge pinwheel. He re-tied his cloak around his neck and rolled 
his large suitcase behind him. Before leaving he checked his surroundings, 
he liked everything neat and tidy – another subject Helena and him 
disagreed on. Satisfied, he left the Big Top and made the walk to his much 
smaller tent. As he slowly walked – the suitcase was heavier than he 
remembered – he considered the mess he might walk into when he arrived 
home. Piles of ash, multiple tumblers stained by her perfect poisoned lips.

Helena lay in bed, one of her long legs dangled out, her foot still strapped 
into a black heel. It really was warm in here, but Howard wouldn’t notice. 
She had considered washing the sheets, but Howard wouldn’t notice that 
either. She imagined Howard finding Robert and herself intertwined, 
writhing in the sheets, the sweat from Robert’s face dropping like hot rain 
onto her body. She envisioned him getting mad, livid, roaring like a lion 
and ripping Robert’s throat out with his bare hands. The thought of this 
made her hotter, made her smile. Howard Goldrigg had never roared, he 
had the same temperament as a domesticated cat. She grabbed the almost 
empty glass from the side and shook it so that the syrup-like liquid slopped 
over the sides. She ignored this and swallowed the small amount left, 
slamming the glass down afterwards. Sleepily, she sucked the last bit of life 
out of the cigarette and stubbed it on the crimson sheets she been wrapped 
up in with Robert earlier that evening.

3:04 Am. Howard had slowed his walk to almost a crawl to ensure Helena 
would be asleep. He liked her better when she was asleep, peaceful and 
quiet, her face and body still. Her sour mouth ruined everything. He pulled 
the thick rope outside of his tent, the sickly red material bunched into and 
archway, he rolled his suitcase through. Establishing that Helena was asleep, 
he hunched over his black case, and lifted its lid. Three long jagged blades 
flashed in front of his eyes, the largest of the three boasted the small gold 
signature of Goldrigg himself. He stroked each one with his index finger; he 
felt the buzz in his ears, the electricity through his veins.

“Show time.”
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Crowds of people gathered at the arched doorway of the Big Top. 
Couples, families and friends all delving into their purses in return for 
gleaming yellow tickets. A small boy clamped his sticky candy-flossed hand 
around the ticket whilst crying and pointing into the sky. Two large ravens 
flew and swooped against the soft pink sky, with one eventually breaking 
away to perch its long clawed feet upon the spire of the tent. The small boy’s 
mother pulled his cleaner hand and he followed without another sound. 
Behind the curtained stage Howard spied on the ever expanding crowd, 
faces of uncertainty and anticipation, the atmosphere was nothing like he 
had experienced before. Elsewhere, Helena was being tied into her corset 
by Robert.

“Howard is gonna be here any second, are you crazy?” He longed to touch 
her bare back.

“Just do it.”

“Are y-you nervous?” Robert tried whilst attempting to tie the lace as well 
as he could.

“No, are you?”

“Well, the final date has always gotta’ be the best – some of us have really 
gone all out on our acts.” A hint of pride traced his voice.

“Well more fool them. We’re still getting paid the same aren’t we?” Her 
words stung. He dropped the thin laces abruptly, letting them lash against 
her bare skin. She was left alone, just for a few minutes until Goldrigg 
craned his neck around her dressing room curtain. He watched her apply 
her eyelashes, watched her thin feet tap to the rhythm of the record on her 
turntable. Feeling his stare burn into her back, she spun and greeted him 
with thin wisps of smoke, his nose wrinkled in return. Without a word, 
he pulled a thin wand from one of his billowing sleeves and pointed it at 
the grandfather clock in the corner. Half covered by one of her stockings, 
Helena resolved that it was five minutes until curtain call. Howard slipped 
the wand back into his sleeve and flashed a manic grin before leaving, still 
silent. Helena gave no response and instead, reclined further into her seat, 
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blocking out the cries and wails from the snivelling children that would 
no doubt greet her.

Goldrigg stood at the edge of the stage. Helena stood, slightly slouched 
next to him. The spotlight poured over the wooden box emblazoned with 
Helena’s name. Howard’s nerves suddenly diminished, the spotlight trailed 
the stage floor slowly until it reached the couple’s feet. Howard grabbed 
Helena’s hand and squeezed it so tight the cigarette hanging from her mouth 
fell from her mouth, scorching a small hole in her left stocking. He smiled 
manically again, making Helena’s mouth falter.

“What’s up with yo-” her urgent whispers were cut short as Goldrigg 
stepped into the light, dragging Helena with him. Helena tugged her hand 
away and began working the crowd; her long limbs danced rapidly making 
the tassels of her costume pulse against her torso. Goldrigg watched along 
with the rest of the huge crowd, watched her spin and twirl, watched the 
eager eyes of every male in sight. Eventually she came to a dizzy stand still 
and reached for Golding’s hand. He reciprocated by helping her climb the 
small steps to the long box. As showbiz as ever, Helena flashed the bunched 
garter that clung tightly around her thigh, whistles from the crowd filled the 
silence. With a brief

wink she stepped into the box, gave a wave to the crowd and lay 
horizontally, with just the tip of her nose on show. Goldrigg similarly 
held the crowd in his hand, lifting his huge case and theatrically pulling 
each blade out. The spotlight bounced from the blades and shone in the 
audiences eyes. The ‘ooohs’ and ‘ahhhs’ exhilarated him further, as he made 
his way to Helena. He lifted the smallest blade into the air above her neck.

Helena’s smile was still plastered to her face but her eyes were the widest 
he’d ever seen them. Goldrigg lowered the blade slowly making sure the 
audience were still sitting comfortably in his palm. The children on the 
front row had similar wide eyes. The blade was inches above Helena’s pale 
neck, slightly purpled from another’s mouth. Her lips began to draw back 
over her teeth, her mouth opened wide as if about to cry out, Goldrigg lifted 
the blade over his shoulder and rapidly heaved it down, slicing forcefully 
through the neck of Helena.

Her scream was muffled, instead the crowd inhaled suddenly, some had 
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their hands over their mouths, some with giddy with excitement. Goldrigg 
glanced over them, waving his free hand nonchalantly; Helena’s eyes had 
rolled into the back of her head, her tongue lolled out of her mouth. The 
first blade slipped snugly into the arm of his cloak, the warm blood trickled 
down his elbow.

The second blade was slightly thicker than the one pressed against his 
forearm. The crowd was silent with anticipation, they dissolved from his 
view, and he struck Helena’s midriff, the jagged edge carved through her 
body like a tender piece of meat. The box encasing her had begun to fill 
with her blood, it had started to seep through the hinges, drip from the 
corners, the crowd were vocal, loud and riotous but Goldrigg couldn’t make 
out anything they were saying – or shouting.

He threw the blade carelessly inside the box with Helena’s oozing body, 
wiped the spray from his face and held the third, biggest blade tightly. He 
lifted his gaze. The audience were dispersing rapidly, one person blurred 
chaotically into another, people were running, screaming, but Goldrigg 
stood still. He saw him in the crowd, the only person stood still, rooted to 
the spot on his toes – the misfortune of a tightrope walker. Robert’s mouth 
hung slack, his eyes were mirroring Helena’s.

Goldrigg lifted the blade high over his head and smiled frenziedly. Robert 
stood still as if his talented toes were glued to the ground.

14

They Think They Know
By Laurelle McKenzie
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I don’t know a better liar than myself. ‘I’m fine,’ I say when they ask. I 
even manage to tell my cheeks to lift my lips, tell my lips to pull apart and 
separate – show teeth and hold. Hold for as long as you can, I tell myself.  
Sometimes they’re convinced – sometimes I don’t care to convince. People 
expect to know the trigger – a time and date for when the gun went off, but 
what if you’d been shot – riddled with bullets before, and up until now you 
had managed to stem the bleeding. What if this is just me bleeding out?
 Effort. It takes effort to wake up – it takes effort to go to sleep, to 
find sleep. They’ll say ‘have a good day, congrats on the job’ and I’ll don the 
mask. ‘Yeah thanks, really exciting. I’m looking forward to it.’ Sometimes 
it sits perfectly and sometimes it slips off without warning, other times it 
fits too tight and people can see the plastic over the skin. ‘Something’s not 
right’ some murmur – and they’re right. something isn’t right. They can 
guess but they can’t see it, feel it. At first I carried an anchor, dragging it 
behind me with muscles bulging, my heart strained – and then I started to 
push a boulder – gritted my teeth, dug my heels in but nothing moved.
 But I laugh when others laugh, when they offer me a coffee I say, 
‘thanks mate.’ When I’m travelling on the bus I make sure to offer my seat 
to the elderly man. When the lady next door smiles I politely say, ‘good 
morning,’ even though I don’t know what is good anymore.  When I go 
shopping I remind myself I have to buy food as well as vodka. I hold the 
door open, I say ‘please’ and ‘thank you.’ I smile when smiled at. So happy, 
so beautiful, so handsome they think – of course there is nothing wrong on 
the outside. if there was then they’d all know. 
 They’d all know that I have been buried alive – underneath the 
mud and dirt, where it’s damp and cold – but that would only matter if I 
could feel. Nothing penetrates the darkness, no light, no sound, no people 
– just isolation. There are times when I try to rise to the surface. I try so 
hard that my fingers bleed from ripped nails and my hands ache, my arms 
ache, my body aches – my body aches to find the surface, where the air is 
cleaner and I can breathe again. But the pressure is deeper – I am pressed 
deeper. They think they know my life – my life they think they know.

I Am Free
By Stuart Tongue
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From here I watch as Saturn and Jupiter collide just for me, just to show 
their love for me. I am free.

I decide that this event has gone on for too long and I now desire to see 
the beauty of the sun from this shortened distance. As my house spins to 
obey my command, the light flares into my eyes and shows me visions 
of hospital beds, men in white suits and a needle. When my eyes have 
restored themselves from this horror I see that the sun has frosted over and 
shattered. Saturn walks away with Venus as Jupiter flees through a black 
hole. My crown has melted upon my skull and all that adorns my head is 
matted mess of silver hair. The dust mites have overrun the village; every 
crystal on my chandelier falls to the floor and reverts to nothing but water. 
I was free.

I step back into the mansion my brain created whilst everything grows 
quiet. “This is my world now. I shall live in the peacefulness of my mind. 
The world outside is no longer mine.” I am free.

18

Outside the window shows a picture of a black sky flooded with stars, 
but it has only just struck midday. The world creaks as the tiles and the 
floorboards lift away from their oppressing nails and glue. I hover in the 
middle of the room and feel the slow release of pressure fall away from my 
skull. I am free.

A shriek bursts from my lips, but it is not from horror but from joy. A 
simple somersault from the top of my couch has me hanging from the 
living room chandelier by my feet. I watch as a tear of happiness glistens 
like the many hanging crystal droplets, and falls to the marble floor below. 
As I swing from my ceiling like some erratic primate, the TV sparks into 
life and flutters its way up the wall, screaming static at me until it finally 
collides with the roof. For a split second the static forms the shape of some 
strange building that almost resembled a place of hell, but faded away as 
fast as it appeared. That was all behind me now; I am free.

I release myself from the shimmering glass and allow myself to swim 
through the open air of my flying home. From this new perspective I realise 
that I can discover the most marvellous of places that would not be possible 
from an earthly view, and see things that not even a sane mind could 
comprehend. At the top of my freezer I come across an arctic village in the 
midst of war with a hoard of dust mites.

When I venture into my bedroom I find that my wardrobe has launched 
itself through the window, and in its place lays a crown inherited from 
some old monarch. In the reflection of the various jewels that decorate 
such a head piece, I note the beauty and youthfulness in my face that had 
disappeared for so long. As my hands lift the crown towards my head, I 
catch the sight of myself within the jewel’s reflection. I am imprisoned in 
a different world with my arms crossed over my chest from the force of a 
white jacket. I shake the vision from my sight; I am free.

Through my perseverance and willpower, I have managed to transform 
my house into the most regal of rockets so I can finally be alone in the 
openness of space; away from the constant stare of so many eyes. I float 
around the chambers of my beautiful household, and when I have finally 
explored all there is to see, I open the door to the outside. From there I pull 
myself down the pristine columns until I sit silently on the porch floor.
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The Illusion
By Laurelle McKenzie

When I was seven I watched my mother in her golden dress – the 
folds upon folds of material pooled around where she sat. The sound 
of music and laughter had managed to climb the stairs to the top 
floor, filling every space. The guests were early that night and my 
mother was unprepared.
The soft flames from the candles made her face glow, although some 
sat around the room most of them rested on her dresser table  – leav-
ing enough light to see her face but not enough to see every part. 
She held a small stick coated in black tar, the end looked sharp and 
painful as it burst into  hundreds of bristles. She brought this object 
towards her eye and with swift sharp movements allowed the bristles 
to claw at her eyelashes. She picked up the second instrument; an-
other stick but frizzy hair seemed to grow from the end of this one. 
She made it slap her cheeks repeatedly until a pink mark – a scar was 
left behind. Each cheek took a beating, then the chin and finally the 
forehead. I thought she would have been finished by now, but there 
was still one part of her face that had been left untouched. Her fingers 
danced over a few objects that all looked the same to me, but meant 
something else to her, before she made her choice.  Grasping the bot-
tom she began to twist until I saw red. She placed it against her lips 
and smeared it, leaving them stained and discoloured. 
For half an hour I stood in the doorway, looking in – my feet tucked 
firmly behind the line. I watched my mother study her face, pulling 
and pushing at her skin, adding and adding, fussing and tugging. I 
wasn’t allowed in that room – not even my dad was allowed in that 
room. The girls I sometimes saw him with, their faces were different 
to my mother’s – theirs weren’t as painted, it was almost as plain as 
mine except for their lips. I’d never seen my mother without this face, 
perfect skin, pink cheeks, red lips . . . but this was the first time I had 
seen it made.
She stood up slowly, looking at herself in the mirror before reach-
ing for a round bottle, she pressed down on its head and it spat and 
hissed, showering her in its liquid, it smelt like fresh flowers. She 
turned around and saw me, her eyebrows crinkled before smoothing 
out almost immediately. ‘Come here Bella,’ she called.  I crossed the 
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line where the wooden floor ended and the carpet to her room began. 
My mother is dead now and I have taken her place. Now I sit in front 
of a mirror with makeup. I paint lies and recreate youth. I grow older 
and continue to search for my old face. I contour and highlight, I 
darken and lighten and colour and tint– I am the master of the illu-
sion and for now they will never know my real face, but I know one 
day the mirror with crack. 

Poetry
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The Wicker Basket
By Claire Miller

I met her in the park.
A lone rose amongst the weeds.
We introduced and it bloomed from there -
An affair that lasted for weeks.

“I love you,” she said, and I said it too;
The natural deceptive art.
She must have meant it more than I,
For I didn’t mean it at all.

And so I weaved the lies into wicker –
A basket to catch my deceit.
But my lies weren’t solid, they were water.
They leaked through the gaps and drenched me.

She found out about the blonde, the barmaid, the bitch.
She found out about them all.
She found out I didn’t love her and
walked out the door.

But it seems of all the lies I told,
the one that caused the biggest fall
was the one I told myself;
That I didn’t love her at all.
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Hiding In Plain Sight
By Emma Ward

Young, I browsed the cards in store,
no particular occasion for.
Small hands straining, reaching for the back
Determination has never been something I lack
Headstrong and tiny, imagine my
surprise, when of the cards I went to pry
out of the assortment
I picked the only one that could torment.

The words inside
painted in my mind.
Three wishes genie grants a man
And never is the man so happy than
When, he asks, for what trouble?
“Whatever you get, your wife gets double”
And on I read
As the man is beaten half to death.

They say the art of deception
is hiding without detection
but I believe it’s more than that
and hate is ever more than a childish spat.



As I Sat One Easter Afternoon
By Kristian Barron

As I sat one Easter afternoon and the static 
In the plastic patio chair feathered reassuringly 
At my twenty one year old bristle  
 
My left thigh covered only by a thin cargo cloth, 
Boiled pleasantly in the blustery present sun. 
The rest of me half in and half out.  

The suns keen gaze had fed me cosy against a potted bay tree, 
In the corner, shaded, by next doors kitchen wall. 
The breeze urged on by it’s pastel whispers cloud high,  

Above and between the terraces and the sun, mixing,  
whitening, like a shallow tide; plucked the cherry blossom  
and kissed them off like drunken bees.  

Until they landed without a sound, careless and blissfully  
Upon the april ground. They laughed and lay  
Beautifully around; down the lavender edges, under the grass,
  
Amongst the plum and the pear tree. Some trickled next door 
And some just stayed, tickling white their green leaves  
And the tree crooked and natural at ease.  

Others withered neatly against the grit and dog hair brick 
Of the patio floor. Bee’s fat, and ripening a delicious plump black,  
Played their foraging symphony without fuss,   

Causing me to jitter and squirm when pitching too near. 
The minor shrubs and bushes all knew their place 
As they lined the fences, were the buddleia flanked   

And lent its tips inwards and the nanking cherries 
grew swollen and deep. All was greedy to that enduring ochre yolk,  
that hung up there, goading, bloating sloppily nature’s vessels  
 
Until all around was in excess and the concrete brimming overdone. 
Even the wood pigeons, which flocked like foul plankton 
In the clammy towns, held a treasured presence  

As I and they sat and flew and flourished wildly by.  
And as the breeze began to weave and clot into a wind, 
With each gust the pigeons flapped and the cherry roots tightened,  
my vision anchoring in the grass.
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The Lie
By Ash Watson

Detestably loveable is our culture.
It’s completely human, apparently.
Needless to say, we’re beauty-vultures
with the slowing of the self -
the result of a severe lack of love.
Detestably loveable, is our culture.
Yet we’re peculiarly uninspired
to observe through our eyes;
the solution to jealousy that
emphasises on sex, and the lie.

‘Fate Playing’ – Poetry Review. Ted Hughes - 
Birthday Letters. 
by Kristian Barron

Writing any review of Ted Hughes’ work relies without saying on taking 
into account his fiery and often ambiguous relationship with Sylvia Plath, 
particularly when looking at a piece fromBirthday Letters (a collection 
focusing on their seven year marriage and Plath’s subsequent suicide).
However, this should not be the whole perspective upon which we view 
the poem. Reading Hughes, I am taken aback by his ability to portray 
the physical immediacy of human experience through vivid and often 
real conjuring of emotional depth. The focus of this essay, the poem ‘Fate 
Playing’, takes on an encounter in which Plath fears she has missed Hughes 
in a London bus station as he returns from a trip to Yorkshire. 
The poem is written from Hughes’ viewpoint and proceeds typically as 
another commentary of their relationship recorded in poetic form. The 
precarious idea of fate, particularly with regards to Plath’s well-known 
volatility, is brought to the fore. Hughes invites us to become voyeurs as the 
poem takes us from a perceived account of Plath’s helpless desperation, and 
charges towards a mocking coldness suggesting she is the maker of her own 
downfall. 
Hughes embodies Plath’s state, emphasising her futility and over-reaction 
with great effect. Though the poem soon turns and we get a sense of 
Hughes compassion, albeit a sardonic one, for Plath’s feverish state. We 
soon discover that Hughes was forced to catch the train instead, and the 
couple are finally united at King’s Cross station, where Plath arrives in 
style. The actual metaphor is an eruption, a train-wreck, as Hughes steps 
off his actual train and sees Sylvia like a ‘surge’, invoking a sense of conflict, 
two egos squaring up: Hughes the immoveable object and Sylvia the 
unstoppable force. 
Hughes depicts Sylvia in a desperate light as a maniac ‘Breasting the 
flow of released passengers’ which gives Plath the quality of a wild figure 
attacking these released passengers. Hughes then gives us his perspective 
of the aftermath of their meeting and what he sees, ‘Your molten face, 
molten eyes, your exclamations, your flinging arms, Your scattering tears. 
These charged words evoke the image of a bomb exploding, especially the 
following line, ‘As if I had come back from the dead’.  The whole passage 
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gives a very potent imagining of their relationship and its fiery passion, of 
which Hughes seems to distance and, almost ashamedly, remove himself 
from, as if he is a bystander being ‘poured over’ by an unwanted gross child.
Reading the poem, one can’t help but feel, that Hughes, lends us a sense of 
selfishness in the occasion, in that by her own actions Sylvia has created 
this great tide of an event in which Hughes, standing back, or finding 
himself dissociated from it, is only reaffirming in his own sense of Plath’s 
volatile nature. And this apperception comes across in the line, ‘There I 
knew what it was / To be a Miracle.’ 
In all this fuss and panic, we’re given the one driving factor: Plath’s creation 
of the whole incident. Hughes gives all the possession in the poem to Plath, 
‘Your own prayer, your own gods, Your jolly taxi-driver, your frenzied 
chariot-ride—/ Sobbing and goading, you wanted to confirm, your huge 
despair, your cross-London panic dash, and now your triumph.’ 
Here, we are getting Hughes’ perspective, a sense that he is discharging all 
ownership of this event upon Plath. So, perhaps when we read ‘Well, it was 
a wonder’, we are seeing an alternative, where, had the train been early, it 
would have been Hughes’ cross-London panic dash: his despair? his omen? 
his eruption? his triumph? And indeed his fate?  The last six lines of ‘Fate 
Playing’ embellish this precarious triumph over fate in an overtly dramatic 
depiction of one singular event between Hughes and Plath. It’s as though 
the collision is an earth shaker, a life giver and a god, although, Hughes 
mockingly acknowledges that it is not. 
However, it is worth noting Plath’s response to this occasion, “He looked 
like the most beautiful dear person in the world; everything began to shine, 
and the taxi driver sprouted wings, and all was fine..”You have to wonder if 
the two met different people that day.
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Submission Guidelines:

Prose:

300 - 1,500 words. 

Poetry:

Maximum 30 lines.

All entries will be published (student and non-student alike) providing they 
comply with rules and regulations. Submissions should be sent to:

 uod.writersquibble@hotmail.com
  We will contact you upon receiving your submission, and will inform you if 

any amendments are required. 

No scripts, erotica, previous submissions or other extreme profanities.

Next Issue:

April’s theme of 

‘Superhuman’

So you’ve gained powers in a freak thunderstorm, or maybe 
you were born with them. But do you use them for good or 
evil? Do you save the baby from the fire, or are you the one 
that starts it? You decide.

Entries to be submitted by 25th March. 

Get writing!
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